This course introduces participants to Fintech, the emerging world of applications, concepts, developments, business models and companies at the interface of Finance and Technology. It covers the main Fintech areas, and it is based on case discussions and lectures. Additionally the course emphasizes the role of risk management in a modern corporate setting.

**Fin Tech & Risk Management 16th - 17th June 2020**

- Fintech Overview
- Crowdfunding and Crowdlending
- Payment Systems
- Cryptocurrencies and Blockchain
- Risk Management

**Top speakers**

- Prof. Dr. Alfred Mettler, University of Miami (USA), Subject Area Coordinator
- Kurt Meyer, former Chief Risk Officer of Swissgrid AG and Swisscom AG
- Johannes Hennekeuser, Head RegTech IMTF Group

**What our students said**

- Very insightful course
- Inspiring lecturers
- A toolbox for the daily business

---

This course is conducted as an online course!

**Course fee/ module:** CHF 1'400.--
**Course language:** English
**Registration:** www.iimt.ch or iimt@unifr.ch